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RO CKWELL AUTOMATION TECH  ED

April 2015  •  8:00 .m. - 3:30 p.m. • Registration is open! 
Three dates and locations to choose from:
 Tuesday, April 14th  •  Kendall Electric  •  1241 Jan Way  •  Kingsport, TN
 Wednesday, April 15th  •  Kendall Electric  •  170 Mabry Hood Rd.  •  Knoxville, TN
 Thursday, April 16th  •  Hampton Inn  •  2014 Hamilton Pl Blvd  •  Chattanooga, TN
Click on the flyer to the right for additional info or visit:  training.kendallelectric.com

Upcoming Events

NET WORK EXPO 2015

May 31 - June 5, 2015
Registration opens soon!
Manchester Grand Hyatt  •  1 Market Place  • San Diego, CA 92101
The Rockwell Automation TechED event provides 130+ hands-on labs, technical sessions and 
discussion forums. With the latest Rockwell Automation products and technology solutions on 
display, participants will gain an in-depth understanding of how the Integrated Architecture is 
information-enabling global companies.
Click on the flyer to the left for additional info or visit: training.kendallelectric.com

Save the Date!  •  November 18-19, 2015, 2015  •   Additional information coming soon!
McCormick Place  •  2301 S. Lake Shore Drive  •  Chicago, IL 60616

June 2015  (date will be announced soon)  •   8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.  • Registration opens soon! 
Topics Include: 
 Network Security  •  Connected Enterprise  •   Network Topologies  •   Cyber Security
   Remote Access  •   Segmenting Networks   •   Using the Cloud  •   Mobile Computing
 Bridging Networks  •   Virtualization  •   Real Time  •   Physical Media  •   Network Services
 Remote Access  •   Motion Control  •   Convergence  •   Network Infrastructure  •   Vision
Click on the flyer to the right for additional info or visit:  training.kendallelectric.com

RO CKWELL AUTOMATION ON THE MOVE
June 24-25, 2015  •  7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.  
Registration opens April 13th!
Chattanooga Convention Center  •  1150 Carter Street  •  Chattanooga, TN 37402
For your convenience, we will have hotel rooms available at the Marriott Downtown (adjacent 
to the Convention Center).
Kendall will be hosting a casino/dinner event at the Chattanooga Marriott on Wednesday,    
immediately following the close of RAOTM.
Click on the flyer to the left for additional info or visit:  raotm.kendallelectric.com

Be sure to visit:
training.kendallelectric.com 
on a weekly basis, for information about 
upcoming training seminars and events.

http://training.kendallelectric.com
raotm.kendallelectric.com
http://training.kendallelectric.com
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ISONASTM IP Access Control
By: Kirk Ritter - Datacom Market Development Manager - Michigan/Indiana

The ISONAS PowerNet RC-03 is an 
all in one reader and controller device 
that provides a pure IP solution to 
the door and eliminates the need for 
a panel. The device is easy to install 
and connects to existing networks via 
one cat.5e or cat.6 cable utilizing PoE.  
PoE (Power over Ethernet) eliminates 
the need for any additional power at 

the door. It provides uninterrupted decision-making intel-
ligence even if your network goes down.  Having a single 
PowerNet per access point makes your entire network 
easily scalable one door at a time and allows you to do 
more with less. 

The software is included with the price of the reader with 
no additional licensing fees and it supports an unlimited 
number of doors and users.  This allows for thousands of 
reader-controllers to be managed on a single computer 
across a geographically disbursed network. 

AES 256-bit encryption offers advanced security.  The 
Open Systems platform enables seamless integration with 
other systems, including SQL, TCP/IP. 

The ISONAS Powernet IP Bridge connects an 
Ethernet network to old legacy Wiegand access 
control systems. Traditional access control 
panels can be replaced by simply unplugging 
existing panels and attaching Wiegand readers 
and door hardware directly to the ISONAS IP-
Bridge. Two and three door configurations allow 
you to match the exact number of doors you are 
taking over. The PowerNet IPBridge enables 
legacy systems and newly installed PowerNet 
reader-controllers to operate as one system 
using a single credential. 

ISONAS offers HID-enabled cards or HID credentials to 
work with many disparate systems. Whether your employ-
ees prefer an ID card or a key fob for their keys or a cap 
tag for the back of their phone, their ability to gain access 
is not a hassle.

The ISONAS Crystal Matrix Software comes standard with 
the PowerNet Reader and IP Bridge. With this software, 
the customer has robust reporting options, as well as 
support for unlimited numbers of users, doors, shifts & hol-
idays. Advanced features are available, such as anti-pass 
back, dual-authentication, elevator controls, scripting and 
optional badge printing. There are no additional license 
fees or hidden costs to use the Crystal Matrix Software.

We are excited to have the ISONAS product as part of 
Kendall Electric’s Datacom offering.  If you have any ques-
tions or would like to see a demo of the ISONAS product, 
please contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or 
Datacom Specialist.

ISONAS Easy Web
Browser based software that allows 
authorized personnel to utilize the 
access control application from 
anywhere at any time. One time 
license fee per server.
Part # EWeb-ACS

ISONAS Easy Web Moblie
The “on the go” way to monitor and 
operate a facility’s access control 
system. Do so from a smart phone, 
anytime, anywhere.
Part # EWeb-ACS-MO

Crystal Badge Printing Software
The ISONAS Crystal Matrix Badge 
Printing software allows the user 
to create attractive identification 
badges that incorporate data and 
images from the Crystal Matrix 
credential holder databases. 
Part # BS-1

http://portal.isonas.com
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As a sales person,
I have walked into 
many facilities and 
heard different horns 
and alarms going 
off, not knowing 
what they meant or 
what they were for. 

Most facilities use traditional horns or alarms to alert of condi-
tions on a machine or a process. These alarms would have 
different sirens or tones depending on the situation. Being a 
new employee in one of those facilities could be confusing; 
not knowing what some of those sirens mean. An especially 
dangerous situation could occur if a new person was not famil-
iar with a particular siren that signaled evacuation. That’s why 
some customers have been looking for the ability to customize 
their alarms and even create messages. 

With the new Allen Bradley 855H recordable horn, you can do 
that and much more. The 855H allows you to record your own 
messages via the on board microphone or you can just down-
load from any analog device without any additional hardware.  
This will produce customized messages that will give specific 
instructions to take when an alarm is sounded.  Some of the 
features on the horn include:

• Master/Slave capability which allows you to replicate from 
one horn to another

• Synchronized output capability for multi horn installations
• Separate volume control for recorded content and alarm 

tones
• Four remotely selectable alarm stages
• 45 alarm tones selectable via DIP switch
• No proprietary software required, and no third party free-

ware message for format 
• Comes in 4/4X/13/3R, IP66 listed
• On board microphone
• Built in audio input that allows recording from any analog 

source
• Can be recorded in any lan-

guage which makes it a truly 
global solution

The 855H comes in three differ-
ent versions: Frame C, Frame E, 
and Flare Style. You can use the 
catalog configuration chart to the 
left to create the exact horn for 
your specific need.  

Ask your Kendall Electric 
Account Manager for literature 
on the 855H or for a product 
demonstration.

A-B 855H Recordable Horn
By: David Townsend - Account Manager - Birmingham, AL

Product Specifications
• Operating Voltage:
 - Horns DC Versions:
  Frame C: 10...30V DC
  Frame E and FlareStyle: 14...30V DC
 - Horns AC Versions:
  All Frames: 90...260V AC, 50/60 Hz
 - Horns with LED Beacons:
  Frame C: 12...30V DC
  Frame E: 14...30V DC
  Frames C and E: 90...260V AC
• Maximum Sound Output Level at 1 m
       Frame C: 110 dB(A) Tone, 103 dB(A) music, 
                       101dB(A) Voice
       Frame E and Flare: 126 dB(A) Tone, 112 dB(A)
                            music, 111dB(A) Voice
• Ingress Rating:
       Frame C and Frame E: UL Type 3R, 4/4X, 13, IP66
       Flare Style: UL Type 3R, 4/4X, 13, IP66/67
• Operating temperature Rating:
       All versions: -25....+55˚ C (-13....+131˚ F)

Unique Recording Features
• Two minutes total recording capacity split in 4 
  channels (stages) of 30 sec. max per channel
• Exceptional CD Quality recording
 - 32 KHz recording sample rate
 - 16 KHz playback sample rate that produces
    exceptional clarity
• Line Level Peak indicator that indicates that output   
  volume has been set at the optimal level at the source  
  device and ensures maximum SPL (Sound Pressure 
  Level) at message playback
• “Message only” or “Message and Tone” Playback 
   selectable
• “Play-through” capability that allows the user to 
   listen to content as it is being recorded or when 
   downloading from an analog source
• No complicated message format conversion required

http://www.rockwellautomation.com
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B-Line 4Dimension™ Strut 

By: Brent Wieber - Sales Manager - West Michigan

Eaton has developed a revolutionary system, the B-
Line series 4Dimension™ Strut System, for commercial 
and industrial applications. The system’s multi-sided 
functionality provides flexibility and compatibility while 
generating substantial time, material and space sav-
ings. Designed for commercial, industrial, infrastructure 
and data center markets, it will help revolutionize sup-
port system design and installation capabilities.

Lower Total Installed Cost Solution

• Up to 50% reduction in installation on trapeze applica-
tions
• Up to 50% reduction in material cost
• Helps save space and weight
• Functional replacement for back to back strut system
• Compatible with most existing traditional fittings and 
  accessories

The patent pending, innovative profile allows all 
sides of the channel to be used while remaining 
compatible with most traditional strut fittings and 
profiles. Additionally, the universal pipe clamp 
works on all sides of the strut as well as the open 
channel of traditional strut, providing installers with 
increased jobsite flexibility and space savings.

Innovative Features

• Up to four-sided functionality
• Superior strength-to-weight ratio
• Modular design provides versatility
• SH hole accepts 5/8” hardware
• Innovative fitting solution

The 4Dimension™ Strut System is equipped with two 
trapeze solutions to compress installation time and re-
duce the amount of materials needed. When used with 
the 4Dimension™ Strut, the Flip Clip™ solution results 
in both lowered installation time and materials needed. 
Used in conjunction with the 4Dimension Strut, the turn 
and lock trapeze solution reduces the need for a hex 
nut, saving up to 50% on installation time.

To learn how you can save on your next project, visit 
www.cooperbline.com/4Dimension and review the 
video and brochure. 

Save up to 50% on material and installation time
with the new 4DimensionTM Strut System

www.cooperbline.com/4Dimension
www.cooperbline.com/4Dimension
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Motion Analyzer
By: Kevin Silver - Automation Engineer - Dalton, GA

New Motion Analyzer Web Tool Helps Machine Builders Design Motion Control Systems, Reduce Time-to-Market

Rockwell Automation has rebuilt Motion Analyzer software 
as a Web tool. The tool offers new user-friendly features and 
a vastly expanded product catalog to help engineers more 
easily specify, design and validate complete motion control 
systems. 

The Power of the Cloud

Motion Analyzer uses the power of cloud technology to pro-
vide you with solutions for your specific application.

Motion Analyzer software from Rockwell Automation helps 
machine builders obtain the full benefits of a mechatronic de-
sign approach by making it faster and easier to analyze, op-
timize, and select motion and drive control systems. A cloud-
based architecture and a wide range of tools and features 
helps users find the right set of products for their application.

Motion Analyzer is easy to use, collaborative and secure, 
which makes it an important and helpful tool to design drive 
control systems.

The web-based tool combines the sizing power of Motion 
Analyzer with new product browse and selection capabilities. 
It contains a new code base with a cloud-based architecture 
with the same sizing algorithms that were in the standalone 
version.

The tool’s new browser-style format allows users to filter, 
review and compare products and general pricing, similar to 
search capabilities on popular e-commerce sites.

Motion Analyzer helps you size and select your products by 
combining your specific application requirements with product 
ratings and specifications to provide solutions that help meet 
your unique needs. Products that are found in Motion Ana-

lyzer include Allen-Bradley servo drives, such as Kinetix 5500 
and Kinetix 6500, Kinetix VP-Series and MP-Series servo 
motors, PowerFlex 520 and 750 AC drives. The tool also 
includes gearboxes, linear mechanisms and linear actuators. 
With Motion Analyzer, you can compare multiple products and 
solutions to help you find what you need.

The product browser allows users to explore products before 
sizing and quickly find compatible products. The identified 
products can be put into a bill of material or saved for later 
use. The comprehensive search feature explores all product 
families during search and compare solutions with different 
product options. This feature allows you to more easily filter 
down to the right solution.

The Motion Analyzer Web tool provides machine builders 
access to a wider range of motion control products than ever 
before. It now incorporates products from Rockwell Automa-
tion PartnerNetwork Encompass product partners, including 
STOBER Drives, item© North America, Nook Industries, 
WITTENSTEIN, Exlar Corporation, Bonitron and Elwood© 
Corporation.

The new Motion Analyzer does requires a connection to the 
internet to size your system. However, this connection is low 
bandwidth and can be achieved through a cell phone, hot 
spot, Wi-Fi or networked connection without software to install 
or update. You can access your project from any network 
device. In addition, printable reports and other future devel-
opments will allow you to share and store your project and 
information offline.

Collaboration

Gone are the days of emailing the file versions back and forth 
or having to maintain a shared folder with your files. Users 
can decide who can have access to the project and who can 
limit the read or write access to only those users who need it.

With a Collaborative Online Work Environment, users can:
     • Instantly share projects with other users
     • Have secure and protected access that ensures control
       data maintenance
     • Access projects anywhere – no download required
     • Receive faster updates for more accurate information

Using the Motion Analyzer Web tool, engineers can determine 
a system’s specifications, evaluate multiple products, finalize 
the design and create a bill of materials. The tool can help 
shorten motion system design from a multi-day process to a 
matter of hours. The Web tool supports English, German and 

Continued on next page... 
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Chinese languages, and it is compatible with a wide range 
of computer, smartphone and tablet operating systems.

To protect user data, Rockwell Automation developed the 
Motion Analyzer Web tool using industry-accepted best 
practices in security. This includes using the HTTPS/TLS 
1.2 protocol for 128-bit encryption of all connections. The 
tool also leverages the defense-in-depth security features 
built into the Microsoft Azure cloud platform, which has 
achieved the highest levels of international certification 
and accreditation, including ISO 27001. 

To use Motion Analyzer and register at no cost, visit: 

https://motionanalyzer.rockwellautomation.com

The following browsers are supported:
• Internet Explorer 9.x
• Internet Explorer 10.x
• Internet Explorer 11.x
• Firefox 26.x
• Chrome 31.x
• Safari 7.x

...Continued from previous page.

Stratix 5700 Industrial Managed 
Ethernet Switches

By: Jeff Chancey - Account Manager - Benton Harbor, MI

Bulletin 1783 Stratix 5700™ Managed Industrial Ethernet 
Switches use the current Cisco® Catalyst® switch archi-
tecture and feature set.  They are designed to meet your 
switching capability needs, from smaller applications to IT-
ready integration with Plant-Wide infrastructure.  Configu-
ration and monitoring tools provide secure integration to 
the enterprise network and allow easy setup and diagnos-
tics from Rockwell Automation® Integrated Architecture™.
The wide deployment of EtherNet/IP in industrial automa-
tion means there is a growing demand to properly manage 
the network.  New machines can add 5 to 50 Ethernet 
nodes, every line can add 250 to 1,000 nodes, and as 
new products are developed, one can add more nodes.  
Getting these machine level networks integrated into the 
plant network requires a converged network, where now 
there are many more devices connected on the same flat 
Ethernet network.

An industrial managed switch can help you 
simplify the network infrastructure and machine 
integration into that existing network infrastruc-
ture, referred to as a converged network.  The 
Allen-Bradley® Stratix 5700 is a compact and 
scalable Layer 2 managed switch with Cisco 
technology embedded.  Automation profession-
als can apply this switch to applications from 
small isolated networks to complex networks, monitor and 
control distributed devices and to integrate the plant floor 
to the enterprise systems.  By choosing a switch that is 
co-developed by Rockwell Automation and Cisco, your 
operations and IT professionals leverage technology that 
is familiar to them and better enables collaboration to 
meet their business goals.

Hardware Configurations

These switches are designed to provide scalable solu-
tions, minimizing size and cost for deploying information 
enabled machines.  There are three base port configura-
tions.  Each base model comes with dual power inputs, 
input and output alarms, console port, fiber-ready SFP 
slots (multi and single-mode SFPs are sold separately), 
DIN rail mount and operating temperature range of -40 °C 
to 60 °C.  Model options include: two Gb ports, SD flash 
card, IEEE 1588 support, Power over Ethernet (PoE), 
Network Address Translation (NAT), conformal coating 
and two different software configurations.

Base Configurations – 6, 10, or 20 port:

To learn more about how Stratix 5700 Industrial Managed 
Ethernet Switches can benefit your organization, please 
contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or Automa-
tion Engineer for additional information.

http://www.rockwellautomation.com
http://www.rockwellautomation.com
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Flexible Control Cables 
Now Stocked at Kendall

By: Don McSween - Sales Manager - Grand Rapids, MI

Tired of having to wait weeks for your order of flexible 
control cable to come in for your next project? Or are you 
tired of having to buy a 1000’ reel when all you really need 
is 50’? Then call your local Kendall Electric branch and ask 
about the Kendall distribution center stocked SAB multi-
conductor control cable offerings. Kendall has recently 
added the following SAB CC 600 cable part numbers and 
will sell by the foot so that you buy only what you need:

The SAB CC600 is a 600V, 90 degrees C, UL recognized 
and CSA approved oil resistant cable, with flexibility that 
allows for multiple applications including machine tooling, 

control systems, CNC 
machining centers, grinding machines, 
bottling equipment, data processing, 
and general connections between 
control cabinets and production lines.  

The reduced outer diameter allows for easy handling and 
installation in confined spaces.  The SAB designed PVC 
jacket passes stringent oil resistant tests required by VDE 
test 0281 part 1 and HD21.1 and allows for the cable to be 
used in dry, damp, or wet conditions.

Flexible CC 600 multiple 
conductor cable from 
the SAB New Jersey 
warehouse is offered in 
the following gauges 20, 
18, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 
4, & 2 with the conduc-
tors being colored black and numbered (there is a green/
yellow conductor for ground).  The copper conductors are 
stranded in layers and the overall jacket is gray.  Call your 
Kendall Electric Account Manager or inside salesperson for 
more information on the SAB cable offerings or check out 
the their website at:  www.SABCable.com.

02042002 20AWG  2  conductor
02042012 20AWG  12 conductor
02041803 18AWG  3  conductor
02041804 18AWG  4  conductor
04041403 14AWG  3  conductor
04041405 14AWG  5  conductor

By: Scott Brubaker - Account Manager - Fort Wayne, IN

Kendall Electric is proud to stock the Number #1 name in 
electrical stand-by generators. Generac was founded in 
1959 and became the first company to engineer afford-
able home stand-by units, along with engineering the first 
motor specifically manufactured for their units.

A Generac 
residential 
stand-by 
generator 
can protect 
your fam-
ily and your 
possessions 
by providing automatic back-up power to your home in 
the event of power loss, in a matter of seconds. Power 
loss can be momentary or last for several days.  A Gen-
erac unit, professionally installed, will ensure that your 
home will never be without power.  

Kendall Electric stocks a wide variety of sizes. The small-
est units stocked are rated at 8kw, which would allow 
for the basic operation of a few essential circuits in your 

service.  The largest stocked is the 
22kw rated unit which is also the 
largest air cooled unit in the indus-
try.  This unit will provide enough 
power for an entire 200amp resi-
dential service. We also carry units 
rated 11, 16 and 20kw respectively, 
as well as the automatic transfer 
switches required to seamlessly 
transfer the power to the generator 
source and then switch back to 
utility power when the outage has 
been restored automatically.  

Generac offers a free sizing tool on 
their website to assist with the selection of a properly 
rated KW unit to efficiently cover your home. The Mobil 
Link system allows customers to remotely monitor the 
status of their unit via laptop computer, tablet or smart 
phone. 

Please contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager 
for more information about the Generac family of standby 

Generac Home Stand-by 
Generators in Stock at Kendall

http://sabcable.com/en/
http://www.generac.com
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eWON - Industrial Remote Access 
Router Made Easy

By: Rob Durbin - Automation Engineer - Fort Wayne, IN

How eWON Works

eWON (eyes Watching Over Network) Industrial routers 
are designed to fit in the automation panel along with all 
your 24vdc DIN mounted automation devices. The eWON 
router communicates with your Ethernet devices on the 
network. Specific models also support Ethernet to serial 
gateways, supporting many common industrial protocols. 
Wireless models are also available in Wi-Fi and Cellular.

The eWON routers make an outbound connection via 
UDP or HTTPS to the Talk2M cloud based VPN serv-
ers using the VPN client software (eCatcher). Authorized 
users login to their FREE Talk2M account and connect to 
their eWON routers anywhere in the word. The Talk2M 
server makes a secure encrypted tunnel between the 
remote client and the devices connected to the eWON 
LAN ports. If additional Ethernet devices are required you 
can connect your eWON router to an additional Ethernet 
Switch for additional Ethernet ports.

Connecting To Your Network

The eWON uses the same basic settings as your PC. The 
eWON is typically configured as a DHCP client so the 
eWON receives the IP setting form the network. Alterna-
tively, you can also set the device with a static IP address, 
Subnet Mask and Gateway if desired. Connect the user 
assigned WAN port to your WAN network. This network 
must have access to the Internet to make the connection 
to the Talk2M server. Connect the LAN assigned ports to 
your equipment network. The routing connection between 
the WAN and your control network is created in the eWON 
router, thus allowing you to have different subnets. This 
ensures that remote users can only connect to devices 
directly connected to the eWON’s LAN. 

Does the eWON require involvement with the IT 
department?

Typically, no. The Talk2M VPN tunnel is initiated by the 
eWON and only uses outgoing connections. Since no 
incoming connections are made, no ports are 
required for the corporate firewall. The outgoing 
ports required are (HTTPs port 443 or UDP port 
1194). These specific ports are typically enabled.

Security

eWON routers create a secure VPN tunnel that 
allows encrypted data between two remote 
locations. This creates a secure VPN tunnel 
connection. A SSL/TLS session using a 2048 
bit authentication certificate ensures that only 
authorized users can connect to an eWON. 

Key Benefits

    • Eliminate downtime and travel expenses
    • Easy Web Access
    • No Reoccurring cost
    • Easy Installation
    • No IT/Firewall changes required
                                                                                                     

Deployment

Remote Access as simple as 1  2  3.

1)   Connect the eWON to your WAN that has Internet 
      connectivity. This enables the connection to the 
      Talk2M server.
2)   Use the eCatcher client remotely to log into your 
      Talk2M account, and connect to the desired machine.
3)    A fully secure VPN tunnel is now set up between the 
       client and the equipment. The user can go live with 
       any devices connected to the eWON’s LAN ports.

Contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager for 
additional information.

http://www.ewon.us/us/usa/home.html
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Internet of Things (IoT)

By: Phil Reece - Account Manager - Battle Creek, MI

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept impacting every 
facet of our lives.  The basic idea of IoT is that every 
device with an on/off switch will be connected to the 
internet.  By extension this means that every device with 
an on/off switch will be interconnected.  The total number 
of interconnected devices is expected to exceed 25 Billion 
by 2020.

The IoT concept is increasingly 
impacting industrial automation 
products and practices.  Network 
connected automation products 
can interface with the organiza-
tion and personnel in new and 
expanding ways.  Best practice 
design concepts such as the 
Panduit Integrated-Network-
Zone-System ensure that the 
supporting network infrastructure 
is robust, reliable and scalable.

A solid network infrastructure is typically built upon a 
high quality cabling system.  This cabling system can be 
either copper or fiber based.  Advances in pre-polished 
fiber connectors such the Panduit OptiCam solution have 
simplified deployment of fiber based cabling.  Fiber based 
cabling is immune to electromagnetic interference, can 
run longer distances than copper, and is an excellent op-
tion for Stratix switch uplink connections.

Required cabling distance is a primary consideration in 
properly selecting a fiber cable solution.  The two basic 
fiber cable options are Singlemode and Multimode.  A 
mode is the path within a fiber that light will travel from 
point-A to point-B.

In a Singlemode cable there is only one path for light to 
travel.  The fiber core is 9-micron in diameter.  The clad-
ding over this fiber core is 125-micron in diameter.  A mi-
cron is equal to one-millionth of one-meter.  For reference 
a human hair is roughly 100-mircon in diameter.  

In a Multimode cable there are multiple paths for light 
to travel.  These multiple pathways are not always the 
same length from point-A to point-B.  Over long cabling 
distances these pathway length differences can cause 
signal corruption.  The fiber core is typically 50-micron in 
diameter.  The cladding over this fiber core is 125-micron 
in diameter.

For longer cabling distances (Example: 150 meters plus) 
Singlemode cable is a good option to consider.  Single-

mode installations are not typically used in all fiber cable 
applications because Singlemode installations can be 
more costly compared to Multimode installations.  For 
shorter cabling distances Multimode cable is a good op-
tion to consider.  Running long cable distances with Mul-
timode can be problematic due to the before mentioned 
signal corruption concern.

For indoor industrial applications Multimode 
fiber cable is commonly used.  Multimode 
fiber cable is further defined by an Optical 
Media (OM) classification.  There are four pri-
mary OM classifications – OM1, OM2, OM3 
and OM4.  Higher classification levels are 
capable of greater data transfer rates over 
longer distances.

Install environment concerns should be con-
sidered after a fiber cable media is selected.  
Outer cable jacketing options range from PVC 
to Interlocking Armor.  Panduit offers a wide 

variety of fiber cable solutions to address challenges com-
monly encountered in industrial applications.  Examples 
of some popular Panduit fiber cable solutions include:

Part Number Description

FODPX06Y 6-fiber 50/125μm (OM3) multimode 
  plenum rated distribution cable

FSPD508  8-fiber 50/125μm (OM2) multimode 
  riser rated dielectric conduit cable

FOPPX06Y 6-fiber 50/125μm (OM3) multimode 
  plenum rated interlocking armored cable
     
Please contact your local Kendall Electric branch to 
discuss communication cable options for your next 
networking application.

For additional On-Line Reference Information, visit:

http://www.panduit.com/en/tools/configuration-drawings 

For Panduit Configuration Drawings - Popular configura-
tions demonstrating common network designs. These 
sample drawings include best practice solutions with 
illustrated design considerations.

http://www.panduit.com/en/home
http://www.panduit.com/en/tools/configuration-drawings
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MotorShield Sinewave Output 
Filter from TCI  

By: Jim Waslawski - Account Manager - Traverse City, MI

The use of Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) drives is incor-
porated into many applications and processes. However, 
the increased energy savings and decreased maintenance 
on drives can be offset by increases in motor failures. One 
cause of motor failure can be by high voltage spikes - a 
phenomenon known as reflective wave dv/dt (delta volts/del-
ta time, change in volts/change in time), if we do not consider 
the lead length.

Note that Motor Lead Length variables are as follows:

     1. Drive Switching Frequency at time of startup –  
         The PWM Switching Frequency has a couple of effects  
         on drives and motors
 -  The higher the switching frequency, the higher the 
     occurrences of possible dv/dt. Increased cable  
     distance will create more dv/dt stress at the motor

     2. Motor Insulation System – 
         If your customer has an Inverter Rated or Vector Duty 
         AC Motor, it most likely will have an insulation system 
         rated at 1600V (Corona Inception Voltage Rating)
 -  This includes motors that are designed for 
     operation on PWM AC Power

     3. Output Reactors and Filters – 
         If motor lead length exceeds to “No Solution Distance 
         Shown”, then output reactors or dv/dt filters can be 
         added to decrease (clip of the peaks) these 
         waveforms, thereby increasing cable distance.

Peak voltages on a 480V system can reach 1,600V or even 
2,100V on a 600V system. These high peak voltages will 
cause a rapid breakdown of motor insulation, leading to 
motor failure if the motor type and lead length are not ad-
dressed. 

High voltage spikes can occur in applications where there 
are long cable runs between the drive and the motor. If the 
impedance on either end of the cable run does not match, 
voltage pulses are reflected back in the direction from which 
it arrived. As these reflected waves encounter other waves, 
their values increase, causing higher peak voltage.

TCI has announced their new lower cost  MotorShield for 
improving system performance by protecting the motor from 
the harmful effects of reflected waves and preventing motor 
failure associated with insulation failure, overheating, and 
noise. Enclosure ratings are available in Nema1 and 3R with 
ambient temp ratings of -40 Degrees F to 104 degrees F. 
Available currents are 8 amps to 600 amps with intermittent 
current of 150% for one minute per hour.

Industry Application: Fans & Pumps 

MotorShield is designed to extend motor life in variable 
torque applications such as fans and pumps with lead 
lengths up to 15,000 feet. Motors on these systems typically 
produce a large amount of heat as they run. MotorShield is 
the perfect solution to prevent overheating and motor failure.

For more information, please contact your Kendall Electric 
Account Manager or Automation Engineer.

http://www.transcoil.com/Applications/Motor-Stress.htm
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PanelView Plus 7
By: Katie Springer - Account Manager - Grand Rapids, MI

Earlier this year, Rockwell released the PanelView Plus 7. Additional Standard and 
Performance models will be released later this year.

The Standard model has an OEM optimized design with expanded processing power. 
It is a competitive solution with more screen options, greater resolution, and wide 
screen options. This model has limitations of one controller, less than 25 screens, and 
under 200 alarms.

The Performance model would be used in complex applications in a variety of indus-
tries. It has a robust design and expanded processing power. The limitations on this 
model include fewer than 300 screens, less than 3,000 tags, and under 400 alarms.

An SD card can be used to quickly create copies of a terminal to reduce your time to market or to restore a terminal. The 
USB ports are available for quick upload and download to the terminal. New installa-
tion clamps on the PVP7 provide fast and simple terminal installation and removal.

For additional information contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager.

Standard Model

• 4.3”W, 5.7”, 6.5”, 9”W, 10.4”, 12”W, 15”
• Low profile composite bezel
• Resistive touch screen
• Single port Ethernet
• ARM processor
• 512 MB Flash Memory / 512 MB RAM
• Windows CE 6.0 standard features
• DC powered
• Removable Battery
• Targeted for simpler / smaller applications
• ATEX Certification, Class 1 Div. 2

Performance Model
 
• 6.5”, 9”W, 10.4”, 12”W, 15”, 19”
• Low profile painted aluminum bezel
• Resistive touch screen with keypad options
• Ethernet with embedded switch (DLR)
• X86 processor
• 1 GB Flash Memory / 512 MB RAM
• Windows CE 6.0 extended features
• DC and AC power options
• Targeted at larger / complex applications
• Marine Certification (Future release)
• ATEX Certification (Future release)

Sylvania Ultra RT8 Recessed 
Downlight Kits

By: Brian DeBoer - Account Manager - Cadillac, MI

Sylvania Ultra RT8 LED recessed downlight kits are ideal 
for both retrofit and new construction.  Typical applications 
are health care, office, property management, residential 
and retail.

What makes these LED trim kits unique is the 120/277 
input voltage range.  This versatility allows for easy 
retrofit into existing  8” CFL housings common in offices 
and other commercial facilities. The Ultra RT8 trims are 
available in 3000k, 3500k, and 4000k color temperatures.  
With a rating of 50,000 hours, these LED‘s  have up to 3 
times the life expectancy of CFL lamps. While consuming 
only 27 watts, these units deliver a powerful 2000 lumens.  
To match existing esthetics, trims are available in white, 
satin,  and alzak, and are suitable for dry, damp and wet 
locations.

For more information on these and other Sylvania energy 
saving products contacts your local Kendall Electric 
Account Manager.

http://www.rockwellautomation.com
http://www.sylvania.com/en-us/Pages/default.aspx
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May is National Electrical Safety 
Month!

By: Vince Hayes - Account Manager - Knoxville, TN

The Electrical Safety Foundation International (ESFi) has 
established May as the National Electrical Safety Month.  
Accordingly, that makes this a good time to update our-
selves on the current codes, emerging technologies and 
new products.  While the nation will focus its attention in 
the direction of this important issue in May, Leviton keeps 
safety as a focal point all year long... and it shows in their 
ever expanding product line. 

One new product on the scene addresses a very notable 
new code requiring a “Self-Testing” GFCI. As stated by the 
UL Laboratories:

Underwriters Laboratories (UL) standard UL 943 will take 
effect on June 29, 2015. This revision requires that all UL 
certified Class A residential and commercial grade wallbox 
mounted GFCI have: 

   a) An auto-monitoring function that will allow for periodic  
      automatic testing (self-test) of the GFCI device and its 
      ability to respond to a ground fault. If a problem is 
      detected the GFCI will disconnect power to anything 
      connected to it or indicate that there is a problem 
      using visual or audible means.

   b) Provisions to ensure that receptacle type GFCIs that 
       contain separate line and load terminals, and that is 
       powered through its load terminals, shall not reset 
       and supply power to its receptacle face or line 
       terminals if miswired. This applies both during its 
       initial installation and after reinstallation following a 
       correctly wired installation. If the device is provided 
       with special instructions for removal and reinstalla-
       tion, the instructions shall be followed during testing.

Leviton SmartlockPro® Self-Test GFCIs feature Leviton’s  
patented RESET/LOCKOUT for added safety. The Reset 
Lockout feature prevents reset if a SmartlockPro GFCI 
is damaged and cannot respond to a ground fault. Some 
older style GFCIs may allow reset even if the GFCI is no 
longer providing protection. The SmartlockPro RESET but-
ton will not engage if: 

     •  The GFCI is miswired due to reversal of the line and 
        load leads SmartlockPro GFCI with Audible Trip Alert
     •  There is no power being supplied to the GFCI 
     •  The GFCI cannot pass its internal test 

Another cost effective product that 
Leviton has recently introduced to 
effectively address safety issues is a 30A Safety 
Disconnect Switch with a stainless steel enclosure.

Key Advantages of our Stainless Steel Enclosure:
     •  NSF Certified for hygiene requirements in food and 
        beverage processing
     •  Type 304 Non-Magnetic Stainless Steel
     •  Watertight and dust-tight rated to IP66 & IP67 and 
         NEMA Type 3R, 4X and 12K
     •  Enclosure handle provides three provisions for 
         padlocks to meet OSHA lockout/tagout guidelines        
     •  Mounting feet stand ¾” from the wall to allow for 
         visual inspection and cleaning
     •  Side-hinged removable door allows for faster 
         installation and easier access to switch
     •  Oversized stainless steel screws will not fall out 
         when enclosure cover is open

Contact your Kendall Electric 
Account Manager for more 
information on these and 
other Leviton items.

Takes up to 
25% less 

space in the 
wallbox vs. 

other GFCIs.

Typical GFCI New SmartlockPro Slim GFCI

Our families, particularly our little ones, are often at 
the core of our safety concerns and efforts. With that 
in mind, the following resources are fantastic whether 
you’re an electrical contractor, technician, distributor, 
educator, or parent.

http://www.leviton.com/OA_HTML/
SectionDisplay.jsp?section=62478&
minisite=10251

http://www.esfi.org/index.cfm/
page/Publications/pid/11406

http://www.leviton.com/OA_HTML/ibcGet
Attachment.jsp?cItemId=4XRhV.x06LUnb4
oQ1gs3Jw&label=IBE&appName=IBE&
minisite=10251

http://www.leviton.com/OA_HTML/Home.jsp?minisite=10251&respid=22372
http://www.leviton.com/OA_HTML/SectionDisplay.jsp?section=62478&minisite=10251
http://www.esfi.org/index.cfm/page/Publications/pid/11406
http://www.leviton.com/OA_HTML/ibcGetAttachment.jsp?cItemId=4XRhV.x06LUnb4oQ1gs3Jw&label=IBE&appName=IBE&minisite=10251
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Allen-Bradley Drive Software Tools

By: Bob Thomas - Automation Engineer - Knoxville, TN

Rockwell Automation Allen-Bradley has provided software 
to program and troubleshoot their variable frequency 
drives for almost twenty years.  Previously Allen-Bradley 
provided one software package called DriveExplorer and 
one software suite called DriveTools.  DriveExplorer was 
the bare bones software offered that offered in a free 
version and an inexpensive package that provided some 
extra features.
          

DriveExplorer was an online package, with which a person 
could only see the drive parameters when their computer 
was connected to the drive.  It came with its own commu-
nication drivers for connecting to a drive either serially or 
via an Ethernet network.  The DriveTools suite consisted 
of Drive Executive and Drive Observer and used RSLinx 
for communicating to the drive.  Drive Executive was the 
drive programming and parameter view package and Drive 
Observer was the online trending package.

About a year and a half ago Rockwell decided to retire 
DriveExplorer software and it is now available as a free 
download only.  DriveExplorer does not officially support 
any of the new PowerFlex products as in the PowerFlex 
520 series and the PowerFlex 750 series. 

When version 16 of RSLogix 5000 was released, Rockwell 
began integrating DriveExecutive Lite into the product.  
So when one dropped a VFD into the I/O tree of a Logix 
processor, one could program the VFD with the integrated 
DriveExecutive inside of the drive’s AOP or Add On Profile.  
 

This integration has continued with the release of 
version 4.07 of the drive profiles for PowerFlex 4 and 7 
class drives.  The PowerFlex 520 series of drives uses 
a separate installation for its AOPs and is available at 
version 1.04.  

For stand-alone drives, Rockwell released Connected 
Components Workbench that not only programs the 
Micro800 line of Programmable Controllers but also will 
program drives, safety relays, Panelview Component 
Operator Interfaces and Soft Starters.
 
CCW is now available for a free download in version 
7.00 at the Download Center:
http://compatibility.rockwellautomation.com/Pages/Multi-
ProductDownload.aspx?crumb=112

CCW has many 
of the features of 
DriveExecutive 
with the ability 
to program the 
VFD off-line, 
view file, groups 
and parameters, 
perform drive 
program compare, 
utilize the same 
software wizards as in DriveExecutive, and it has the 
available control toolbar.  CCW does come with RSLinx 
to communicate to the VFD.  CCW does not support the 
legacy Scanport drives as in the 1305, 1336 Plus and Plus 
II or the Bulletin 160 drive.  When DriveObserver function-
ality is added to CCW, we will see Rockwell stop shipping 
DriveTools.

Moving forward, Rockwell will have two methods of pro-
gramming VFDs, either stand-alone drives with CCW or 
drives integrated with a Logix processor with the embed-
ded DriveExecutive in RSLogix 5000 via the Drives AOPs.  
Rockwell is also making the look and feel between the two 
packages similar to enhance the user’s experience for pro-
gramming VFDs.  Those who need a computer interface 
to program the drives through their serial ports will need to 
pick up a 1203-UBS.  This connects via the USB port on 
the computer and then has two cables to program either 4 
and 5 class drives or the 7 class drives.

   Contact your Kendall 
   Electric Account Manager 
   for additional information. 

http://www.rockwellautomation.com
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Lighting Control System
By: Wayne Puckett - Account Manager - Tuscaloosa, AL

Lighting represents a major component of the total energy 
consumed by a building. Managing lighting with advanced 
technology is an effective way to control costs, increase 
efficiency and raise productivity.

Cooper Lighting’s Fifth Light lighting control system gives 
you the ability to have just the right amount of light, only 
when needed. This helps the user conserve energy, re-
duce operating cost and improve lighting quality.

The system consists of a controller, end devices such 
as 0-10v diming ballasts and drivers, Relays, and DALI 
Dimming Modules, and input devices such as a wall sta-
tion, occupancy sensors, desktop software, even mobile 
software.  
   

The Fifth Light addressable lighting control system uses 
the DALI 2.0 protocol, which is an open protocol used for 
individual control of lighting ballasts, drivers and controls. 
The standard allows for multiple light fixtures to be con-
nected together using a polarity free, low voltage commu-
nication cable for On/Off and dimming controls. Up to 64 
individually addressed devices can exist on a single DALI 
bus. 

   • Open protocol 
   • Topology and polarity free    
   • Simple to install Class 1 or Class 2 wiring 
   • Flexible control and administration 

Conserve energy, reduce operating cost and improve 
lighting quality with the Fifth Light addressable lighting 
control system.

  • Ensure two-way communication and control with each 
    lighting fixture of any load type, sensor or control device 
    in the building
  • Control a floor, building or campus of buildings from  
     any web accessible device with up to 2500 simultane-
     ous users
  • Maximize building performance with control of every 
    device, report and alarms of energy and maintenance 
    data and direct integration with any building system

Benefits to the End User 

• Increased employee productivity
       - Increased satisfaction with lighting leads to higher 
         employee productivity.
• Software flexibility
       - Multiple levels and points of access allow for end
          user to interact with lighting system in most 
          convenient way, including wall stations, web based 
          software, VOIP telephones or mobile devices.
• Energy savings
       - Addressable and dimmable lighting controls 
         allow for most efficient use of lighting system 
         possible with highest level of energy savings.

Contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager for 
additional information on Cooper Lighting’s Fifth Light 
Control System.

http://www.cooperindustries.com/content/public/en/lighting.html
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